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Tas Fire Service community bushfire debrief 

Swansea Town Hall, May 4, 10am 

 

The Mayor, Debbie Wisby, opened the meeting at 10.05 and acknowledged the traditional owners of 

the land. She explained the purpose of the meeting was to provide a debrief from Tas Fire Service 

(TFS) personnel in relation to the Dolphin Sands fire in April, including lessons learnt. This would 

then be followed by a presentation regarding revegetation and plant choices, Q & A and morning 

tea. The Mayor explained that after the meeting, ‘agencies’ will meet with Council to decide on 

actions going forward. She set out the ground rules for questions and stated that the meeting 

wouldn’t be recorded.  

Robyn Moore stated that many community members weren’t able to be present due to the short 

notice given of the meeting. Some of these members had asked for the meeting to be recorded and 

so Robyn had contacted Council’s community development officer who had suggested that she’d try 

to organise a recording. Debbie said it was her decision that the meeting not be recorded. 

Steve Walkley was TFS’s incident controller for the Dolphin Sands fire. He outlined what TFS did and 

why they did it and referred people to information brochures about building in bushfire zones, 

planting, using fire outdoors, etc. The east coast is the most fire prone area in Tasmania, with 

Dolphin Sands as one of the driest, most fire-risk prone places. Therefore, when the call came at 2.28 

that there was an escaped burn off at Dolphin Sands, the TFS responded with 4 more brigades than 

usual as well as helicopter support. Steve acknowledged and thanked the efforts of the volunteer 

fire fighters without whom the situation could have been much worse. Crews included Bicheno, 

Buckland, Cranbrook, Runnymede, Orielton, Triabunna, Mayfield, Swansea (NB I may have missed 

some). The Coles Bay crew were directed to stay on the Coles Bay side of the river to patrol in case 

the fire jumped across.   

Steve explained that some crews were sent home at 11pm, or later, because people can’t work 

longer than 16 hours; they need to be sent to rest. He thanks PWS for supplying 4 crews over 5 days; 

the Council for supplying water; Police and SES for managing traffic, evacuations and assessments of 

all properties to record damage. The power was turned off in the first half hour of the fire to 

maintain safety for fire fighters. 12 power poles had to be replaced – this was done within 3 days. 

Steve then showed various photos and videos of the fire. He commented on the advantages of 

double glazing in terms of protecting homes during bushfires.  

TFS maintained a 24-hour patrol for the first 3.5 days, then continued patrolling for another 5 days. 

They used thermal imaging to check the whole area and make sure the fire was out. The incident 

was closed down 11 days after the fire started.  TFS also got earth moving equipment in to make fire 

breaks. Steve said that this can create more damage than it’s worth, but it did make it possible to 

back burn.  
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Steve explained that the TFS will rehabilitate at their expense, any damage caused by the TFS eg 

bulldozers and cutting fences. Please note that this doesn’t include damage caused by the fire, 

only damage caused by the TFS. A TFS officer (Glen Greenland) is available to visit properties this 

afternoon. Owners who aren’t present at the meeting can contact Glenn Greenland (0488 634 935; 

g.greenland@fire.tas.gov.au). Steve thanked Bob Moore, Ken Nichols, the SES and the volunteers 

who supplied food. Alan Gifford thanked Marc Alloin for the tremendous amount of food from 

Oyster Bay Seafoods. 

Steve outlined some of the issues at Dolphin Sands. Apart from the coastal wattle, the climate is 

much drier than other areas in Tasmania. In addition, the way houses are situated with chains across 

driveways means that the TFS doesn’t know what they’re driving into. TFS don’t know if it’s safe to 

drive in with a large truck or if there’s room to turn around. They don’t know what’s beyond the 

sand dunes and don’t know if anyone’s home or not (some people lock themselves in). Elizabeth 

Stroud asked for clarification on the blue and green discs at people’s entrances. Ken Nichols 

explained that green means TFS can get a big truck in, ie there’s an adequate turning circle, blue 

means there is water. Kelvin Jones and Ken decided to put the discs up so that other brigades would 

know which driveways were safe. Steve didn’t know about the discs and said that it was difficult to 

pass that information onto other brigades. Any property owners who want to get reflectors for 

their properties should let Ken know [Robyn can pass on your details to the relevant people if 

required]. 

Steve explained that another problem at Dolphin Sands was that there’s only one way in or out. On 

the night of the fire this problem was addressed by evacuating people. Several people chose to stay. 

TFS can’t force people to leave if people are happy to take the risk. Wes Button referred to Council’s 

Fire Management Plan [http://gsbc.tas.gov.au/wp-

content/uploads/2016/06/Dolphin_Sands_Emergency_Management_Plan_.pdf]. This plan suggests 

using local resources, ie ‘recalcitrants’ who decided to stay and look after their property. However, 

Wes was threatened with arrest by both the TFS and police. Wes suggested that instead of wanting 

him and others out of the area, they could have assisted the TFS. Wes spoke to a TFS education 

officer at some point after the fire who raised OH&S concerns but said that the TFS have the 

legislative ability to co-opt people. Steve explained that the TFS wants to account for people and 

know that they’re safe. Sergeant Marcus Pearce said that the police have the authority to remove 

people if the fire chief requests it and read out the relevant legislation. He acknowledged Wes’ 

experience in firefighting but said that it wasn’t the time or place to co-opt people and validate their 

capacity to deal with fire. He said if it comes to the crunch, police will remove people. Glenn said 

that a backburn stopped the advance of fire towards Wes’ property. TFS had to drive through the 

fire when people decided to leave at the last minute later, ie they had to stop firefighting to escort 

people out. He said the fire front was 16km long. They had 36 trucks to stop the fire advancing which 

sounds like a lot, but it’s not a lot over 16km. Wes acknowledged the difficulties and thanked TFS for 

their wonderful work. Debbie said that TFS will always overrule Council and that their document is 

simply an overarching document. If it causes any confusion, she has no issue in taking it out. Steve 

said that if people are capable and their house is defendable, then they should stay and defend their 

house [NB: this advice only applies where fire conditions are less than ‘extreme’]. 

Dave Cooper noted that, in the current management plan, there are no nearby safer places (NSPs) at 

Dolphin Sands. During the fire, TFS advice was to go to the beach. He asked if the issue of NSPs in 

Dolphin Sands now be reconsidered given that there’s a single road in and out. Steve explained that 

previously, there were 3 NSPs (including Bagot Point and the jetty at Yellow Sand Banks). These are 

still the best places for vulnerable people to go if they have no other option. He stressed that when 

http://gsbc.tas.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Dolphin_Sands_Emergency_Management_Plan_.pdf
http://gsbc.tas.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Dolphin_Sands_Emergency_Management_Plan_.pdf
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you stay and defend your home, it’s important that you stay in your home. Otherwise you put 

yourself and others at greater risk.  

Dan Hoar (TFS) explained that NSPs came about after Black Saturday. People in the community had 

various ideas about where they would go if their primary options were untenable. Some of these 

ideas were good ideas, so there was a recommendation that agencies develop guidelines to assess 

the various sites. Sites at Dolphin Sands eg Bagot Point don’t meet the guidelines for NSPs. He 

stressed that this doesn’t mean that they’re necessarily bad in all circumstances and doesn’t mean 

they mightn’t be a safer option that your home; there may be instances where there may be no 

better option. However, residents need to be aware of the risks inherent with these sites if they are 

planning to use them. For example, the risk at Bagot Point is that with strong west or NW wind, 

people won’t be able to get far enough away from radiant heat. 

Ian Melrose (from Melshell Oysters) explained that he has resources to move people to safety from 

Bagot Point etc if necessary. Moving forward, he’d like his resources to be keyed into TFS networks 

so he can help if need be. Steve noted the clear car parking area at Melshell Oysters where people 

could assemble and the good water supply. Glenn said that on the night of the fire, the Coles Bay 

tourist centre also offered to bring people from Bagot Point to Swanwick. Debbie said that things in 

the community that TFS could rely on would be discussed in the meeting to follow.  

Steve mentioned the two new water tanks Council put in on Dolphin Sands Rd, and said they were a 

godsend on the night. Council is considering putting in more. Jennie Churchill said it was 

disappointing that resources such as water storage on private properties wasn’t used. A TFS officer 

questioned whether the correct connections were fitted to the tanks. Rob Churchill said that 

reflectors were only put up if connections are compatible with TFS fittings. Glenn said that the 

building code now has a requirement to put in a fire tank with a standard fitting. Steve had phone 

calls from people not in area letting him know that they had full water tanks that the TFS could 

access. 

Cassie Melrose asked about congestion on the road during the fire, eg tourists and wondered 

whether the roadblock needed to be brought up to where there was a safe turning point. Marcus 

raised the problem of staffing a roadblock when approximately 2000 people per week visit Dolphin 

Sands. Police will only set up a roadblock if it’s needed for the firefighting effort. He suggested a 

message board might be the simplest way to identify ongoing issues. One lesson from the debrief 

that the agencies have held was the opportunity to pass on simple instruction to incoming fire 

brigades. Glenn said that they learnt valuable lessons, eg maybe the TFS should have stayed at the 

middle water tank (near Yellow Sand Banks Rd). In future, TFS, will stay further away to reduce 

congestion. They had tourists drive in who subsequently had difficulty turning around. 

Wes asked about the process when someone registers a burn. Is there a check list that the TFS 

phone operator goes through? Steve replied that the check list includes size of burn (pile needs to be 

less than one cubic metre), someone needs to be in attendance at all times, clearing of 3m around 

the fire, presence of firefighting equipment and that the fire needs to be fully extinguished by a set 

time.  Wes asked if wind/weather is discussed as well. Steve replied that wind wasn’t on the 

checklist and that this was a common sense issue.  

Stuart Woolford asked if it was a registered burn because it wasn’t listed on the TFS website. Glenn 

explained that burns less than one cubic metre don’t need a permit (but are encouraged to be 

registered). Only fires requiring permits are listed on the TFS website.  
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Debbie asked whether Dolphin Sands could be considered a special area in respect of fire. Steve 

replied that, at the moment, Dolphin Sands is treated just like anywhere else in Tasmania, ie can 

burn off piles less than one cubic metre without a permit. TFS encourages people to burn off under 

the right circumstances – reducing the fuel load makes it safer when a fire occurs. There’s the 

possibility of the Tas Fire Commission labelling Dolphin Sands an area of extreme fire danger. 

However, this would have ramifications, eg everybody who enters and leaves the area would have to 

have permission from the Brigade Chief; and people couldn’t light a cigarette or a BBQ etc. He said 

that the community needs to think about what we want, with an understanding of the ramifications. 

Dan also explained that the TFS encourages people to use fire and manage their own risk on their 

own properties. Fire can be a cost-effective way to do this if it’s appropriately managed. Elizabeth 

asked about any lessons learnt in terms of personal responsibility, eg some driveways very small. 

Steve said that there were no new lessons, just things we already knew – if you’ve got coastal wattle 

growing right up to your eaves, front door etc, it’s a big problem. He explained that TFS’ priorities 

are life first, property second. Building regulations now require new dwellings to have a turning 

circle for trucks (hard standing area) but these rules aren’t retrospective. [NB: current building 

regulations can be applied to existing residences should owners choose. There are provisions in the 

GSBC interim planning scheme to do so.} 

He said TFS does encourage people to burn but to do it sensibly and also check the weather esp 

wind. Robyn asked if there could be a lesser option than being designated ‘extreme fire danger’, eg 

every burn needing to be get a permit. Steve reiterated that that would mean you couldn’t light a 

cigarette etc. Jennie said that the TFS encourages people to burn off, but that Dolphin Sands is a 

recognised fire hot spot. Therefore, the check list needs to be rigorous. Glenn said that a greater 

checklist exists for permit burns. Steve acknowledged that 15km wind wasn’t mentioned on the 

check list. He said he’ll look at updating information passed on by operators. Anne Held suggested 

people make sure to talk to new people in the area about the fire danger and the possibility of 

working with Council to do that. Elizabeth said that when she borrowed the DSRA fire trailer, she 

was given a full briefing on how to use it.  

Yon Kikkert said that Dolphin Sands road easements are 84 feet wide (26 m) and asked if, in TFS’ 

opinion, it would be good if both sides of the road were cleared back to people’s boundaries, ie 

would that make access in and access out for residents a much safer option by increasing the fuel 

break. Steve replied that any less vegetation would make it safer. Debbie raised concerns about the 

stabilisation of sand dunes if vegetation was removed and said that the full implications need to be 

considered. Dave noted that in the current Dolphin Sands emergency management plan (see link 

above), one of the risk mitigation measures is to clear the verges. This was put to Council at a recent 

meeting but voted down. Debbie said that the issue will be discussed at the upcoming meeting with 

TFS and the outcome will be made public. 

Keith Breheny spoke about contacting the manager of NRM for advice about plantings. NRM staff 

will come to your property to give advice (email Mel Kelly: mel@freycinet.tas.gov.au). He stressed 

that TFS are the experts and referred to relevant brochures in reference to coastal wattle and the 

other species out at Dolphin Sands. He noted that the fire-resisting garden plants listed in the TFS 

brochure aren’t necessarily endemic to the east coast and may become weeds. NRM have produced 

a list which relates to DS specifically. [Let Robyn know if you’d like a copy of this list. I’ll also put a 

copy up on the website www.dsra.org.au].   

Grant Andrews asked about the flammability of boobialla – low-moderate according to NRM. [NB: 

there’s very little boobialla at Dolphin Sands, it’s mainly coastal wattle.] Robyn said that people in 

the community seem to be aware of the dangers of coastal wattle, particular the fact that it grows at 

mailto:mel@freycinet.tas.gov.au
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ground level whereas TFS guidelines recommend plants with at least 2m clearance from the ground. 

However, there are also many issues with marram grass, but these don’t tend to be discussed. 

Marram grass was planted when the area was developed in the 1960s. It’s more flammable that 

paper, increases the risk of spot fires and provides fuel continuity, leading to intense ground fire. 

Jennie said that marram grass should never have been seeded. It creates a dense layer of dead 

material which is a major problem. She plants poa instead. 

Dave asked if there were any recommendations for stabilisation before planting to stop erosion in 

areas of ‘torched earth’. Keith outlined his background in development engineering in clear sand in 

WA where they used paper mulch. He said it’s quite widely used in sandy areas and recommended 

asking an expert. Dave asked if Keith could recommend any experts. Debbie said she will find out 

and come back to the community.  

Closing comments 

Marcus said that there’s no substitute for preparedness, eg recognising that power goes out, fuel 

goes out of date etc 

TFS staff called for more volunteers no matter your age. People are need to drive trucks etc. The 

training is only 1-2 days. Debbie also mentioned that the SES and ambulance service also needed 

volunteers. Robyn stressed that you don’t have to live locally to volunteer. You can train at your local 

brigade but join in firefighting if you happen to be in the area. 

Debbie thanked everybody for attending. She said that she will come back to the community 

through the Great Oyster Bay Community news.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 


